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SUMMARY

The release of volatile fission products (e.g., Cs and I) during steady-

state and transient conditions depends on several mechanisms including

diffusion to and along grain boundaries. The development of interconnected

grain boundary paths essentially short-circuits the bulk diffusion path,

reducing the path length required for release from a distance comparable to

the pellet radius to a distance comparable to the grain size. The grain

boundary path in turn can be short-circuited by fuel fragmentation phenomena

that disperse or break up the fuel pellets into small segments with fractured

and thus expanded grain boundaries. It is therefore important to understand

the types of fuel dispersion that occur, and how the release of noble fission

gases influences the timing and occurrence of dispersion.

In this report, we present the results 'of a series of out-of-reactor

direct electrical heating (DEH) experiments that investigated the dispersive

and gas release behavior of irradiated (EBR-II) mixed-oxide fuel subjected to

thermal transients prototypical of the flow-coastdown, sodium-voiding, and

power-burst phases of a loss-of-flow transient in a fast reactor. The results

indicate that during the initial stage of the simulated transients, the gas

release was dependent on the occurrence of fuel fragmentation. During
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subsequent stages that simulated the sodium-voiding and power-burst phase, the

gas release was dependent on the fuel enthalpy.

The tests utilized the DEH technique to simulate nuclear heating with

ohmic heating by placing a segment of fuel between two electrodes and passing

an electrical current through the pellets. The segments were obtained from

fuel pins irradiated in EBR-II to peak axial burnups ranging from 0.6 to

9.8 at. %. Table I identifies the pins that were used in the experiments. A

flow of high-purity helium transferred released fission gases to a liquid-

nitrogen-cooled charcoal trap. At the end of each run, the volume of gas

trapped on the charcoal was measured, and its composition analyzed by mass

spectrometry to determine the quantity of Xe and Kr released during the

transients.

In the first phase of the transients, a high-power external heater was

used to melt the cladding off of the fuel pellets prior to initiating the DEH

phase* This step was required to prevent the current from short-circuiting

through the metallic cladding. The cladding was melted off within 10 to 12 s,

during which time the maximum temperature was ^1500°C. The second phase,

which immediately followed the first phase, consisted of DEH stages that

lasted from "0.5 to 5 s and achieved temperatures in excess of the fuel

melting point at heating rates ranging from "100 to 2000°C/s.

During the cladding meltdown phase, the gas release and dispersive

behavior of the fuel was dependent on the presence of the. cladding and the

quantity of gas retained within the fuel. These factors determined the

occurrence and timing of a fuel microcracking phenomenon, termed "spallation,"

2 3
which affected the gas release and dispersive behavior. (Fuel spallation »J
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is characterized by the energetic ejection of solid fuel particles as the

radial restraint imposed by the cladding is suddenly removed upon melting of

the cladding.)

Previous DEH experiments^ indicated that the occurrence of spallation was

burnup dependent; low-burnup fuel did not spall, while medium- or high-burnup

futl spalled. However, the tests described here indicate that the occurrence

of spallation is better correlated with the quantity of fission gas retained

within the fuel (which, in turn, is burnup and power-rating dependent). This

is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the retained fission gas (Xe + Kr)

content versus the peak axial burnup of the pins used in these experiments,

and the region where spallation was observed. Segments originating from fuel

pins with average retained gas contents in excess of -16 to 17 pmoles/g of

fuel exhibited spallation as the cladding melted while segments from pins with

gas contents below "16 to 17 umoles/g failed to spall. In addition to the

occurrence of spallation, the extent or quantity of fuel spalled was also

dependent on the gas content. For example, the diameter of PNL 9-12 fuel

(with a gas content of -19 Vmoles/g, which lies just above the threshold of 15

to 19 umolas/g) was reduced by -10% owing to spallation, while the diameters

of P-14A-25 and PNL-7-35 fuel (at 25 to 32 pmoles/g) were reduced by -40 to

50% owing to spallation.

The transient gas release during the cladding meltdown phase was also

dependent on the occurrence of spallation (or microcracking). (The micro-

cracking of grain boundaries that produced the spallation behavior essentially

provided an open interconnected path for the release of intergranular fission

gas.) Fuel with low gas retention, which did not spall as the cladding

melted, released from 0.02 to 1.13 umoles/g, which, on a fractional basis,

corresponded to -0.5 to 9% of the gas retained in the fuel. However, fuel



with high gas retention, which exhibited spallation, released from 1.8 to

7,5 limoles/g or 22 to 45% of its pre-test gas content. Thus, both the

dispersive nature and the gas release behavior were dependent on the

occurrence of tnicrocracking. Fuel that exhibited spallation released 22 to

45% of its retained gas, while fuel that did not spall released only 0.5 to 9%

of its gas as the cladding melted.

The gas release behavior (in Mmoles/g) of fuel segments subjected to a

DEH phase after the cladding melted is shown as a function of the energy

absorbed (/pc -g^ dt) during the DEH phase in Fig. 2a and b. (Fuel segments

that spalled were not subjected to DEH because the stacks collapsed after

spallation.) The enthalpy at the start of the DEH phase was typically

~450 J/g; thus, an energy absorption of 500 J/g corresponds to an enthalpy of

950 J/g. The closed symbols in Fig. 2 denote tests that were run through

failure, where failure is defined as collapse or slumping of the stack of

pellets. The open symbols denote tests that were intentionally terminated

prior to failure. The data in Fig. 2a represent the total gas release,

including the release during the cladding meltdown phase. Within each fuel

type, the gas release increases with increasing enthalpy until failure

(collapse) occurs at -400 to 500 J/g. The gas release at this point is

-4 umoles/g. Owing to the higher gas release for P-14 fuel segments during

the cladding meltdown phase (9% at an energy absorption of "0" in Fig. 2a),

the total release at a given energy input was significantly higher for these

pins than for the others. When the gas release during the cladding meltdown

phase is not included, better agreement is obtained between P-14 and the other

pins (Fig. 2b). Nevertheless, the highest gas release curve is again observed

for the P-14 fuel, which was from a high-power (11.6 kW/ft) pin. This.may

account for its high release, since a more fully developed interconnected path
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for intergranular gas release would have developed at the higher power rating

during irradiation in EBR-II than for the lower power pins. Consequently, an

interconnected path would be present at the start in contrast to the case for

low-power pins, which would require the development of a release path during

the transient for release to occur.

In summary, the gas release behavior of irradiated fuel was observed to

be dependent on several factors: the presence of cladding, the retained gas

content, and the energy absorbed. Fuel that retained in excess of 16 to 17

umoles/g of fission gas underwent spallation as the cladding melted and

released 22 to 45% of its retained gas, while fuel with retained gas levels

below ~15 to 16 jimoles/g released less than ~9% of its gas as the cladding

melted. During subsequent DEH ramps, fuel that did not spall released an

additional quantity of gas (up to 4 uraoles/g), depending on the energy

absorbed.
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TABLE I. Irradiation Parameters of Fuel Used in
DEH Experiments

Fuel Pin
Number

PNL 7-35

PNL 10-67

Numec F-192

P-15-80D

P-U-317

P-14A-25

P-14A-67

Peak Axial
Burnup
(at. %)

9.8

6.2

5.6

0.6

2.9

8.8

8.9

Peak Axial
Power
(kW/ft)

8.7

8.2

10.4

4.3

11.6

6.3

6.3
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Fig. 1. Average Retained Gas Content as a Function of Peak Axial Burnup for Fuel Pins

Used in DEH Experiments.



GAS RELEASE DURING OHMIC HEATING RAMPS
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Fig. 2. Fission Gas Release as a Function of the Energy
Absorbed During the DEH Phase: (a) Total Gas
Release Including Cladding Meltdown Phase and
(b) Compensated Gas Release for the DEH Phase Only,


